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THIS REPORT ASSESSES certain tax exemptions and exclusions from

Hawai‘i’s General Excise Tax (GET). Section 23-71 et seq., Hawai‘i
Revised Statutes (HRS), requires the Auditor to annually review different
tax exemptions, exclusions, and credits on a 10-year recurring cycle.

As described by the Department of Taxation (DoTax), Hawai‘i’s GET
and Use Tax, combined, apply to nearly all business activities in the state.
In fiscal year 2020, which ended June 30, 2020, GET and Use Tax revenues
accounted for $3.36 billion, or 49 percent of the total tax revenue of
$6.89 billion. Those amounts predate the current COVID-19 pandemic,
which has significantly impacted public health and the State’s economy,
while simultaneously resulting in sharp reductions in GET and Use
Tax revenue.
This report reviews a total of nine tax provisions – seven GET exemptions
and two GET exclusions. While DoTax collects data on seven of these tax
provisions, our ability to report information about three of them was restricted
by DoTax’s policy prohibiting disclosure of information, even in aggregated
form, when there are a limited number of taxpayers. The current policy is to
exclude disclosure when there are five or fewer claims for an exemption, or
when an individual return represents a large percentage of the tabulation.
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Review of General Excise and Use Tax Exemptions and Exclusions

We note we were required to analyze an exemption for amounts received by
TRICARE-managed care support contractors. However, that exemption was
repealed on December 31, 2018. We, therefore, did not review that exemption.
We also note that the GET exemption relating to cooperative housing
corporations is related to an exemption for reimbursements to associations
of owners of condominium property regimes or nonprofit homeowners or
community associations, which we are not scheduled to analyze until 2024.
However, because DoTax does not segregate data relating to these two
exemptions, we report the exemptions’ aggregated numbers in this report.
Overall, we found there was insufficient data to determine whether six of the
seven exemptions reviewed are meeting their stated or inferred purposes. As
we note in the report, making conclusions as to whether purposes have been
met is extremely difficult where amounts claimed are not tracked or where no
benchmarks or metrics are provided. We also found that one exemption for
amounts received by a patient-centered community care contractor used to pay
third-party health care providers pursuant to a contract with the United States
is likely being erroneously or improperly claimed by some taxpayers.

Exclusions and Exemptions
POLICYMAKERS USE tax preferences to promote various economic and social goals. Such provisions

may allow money that would otherwise be spent on taxes to remain in the hands of taxpayers. For
example, taxpayers who own or operate businesses may use those tax savings to create jobs. Other
preferences may provide economic support to specific segments of society.

EXCLUSIONS

EXEMPTIONS

Exclusions remove revenues from certain
activities that were never intended to be part
of a broadly defined tax base. Excluded
amounts generally are not included in
a taxpayer’s reported revenues and are
therefore not taxed.

Exemptions refer to receipts from taxable
activities or goods that, for policy purposes,
are not subject to tax collection.

Example: The exclusion for
amounts paid to people to foster
children excludes such revenue
from GET. This revenue does not
have to be reported.

Example: The exemption of
revenue received by blind, deaf, or
totally disabled persons from their
business allows qualifying claimants
to deduct the first $2,000 in income
from their gross revenue, avoiding
GET liability on those amounts.

EXEMPTIONS COME AT A COST. Allowing certain taxpayers to reduce the amount of gross revenues

that are subject to GET reduces the amount of tax revenues that might otherwise be available for the
State to spend. While direct spending programs are subject to review through the budgetary process,
moneys the State does not see can be more challenging to evaluate. Identifying whether the benefits
of tax exemptions outweigh their costs can be a complex endeavor, but such reviews can provide
important information to legislators about the effectiveness of a tax preference and moneys that may
be available for other state priorities.

